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A thermal ghost imaging scheme between two distant par-
ties is proposed and experimentally demonstrated over
long-distance optical fibers. In the scheme, the weak ther-
mal light is split into two paths. Photons in one path are
spatially diffused according to their frequencies by a spatial
dispersion component, then illuminate the object and rec-
ord its spatial transmission information. Photons in the
other path are temporally diffused by a temporal dispersion
component. By the coincidence measurement between pho-
tons of two paths, the object can be imaged in a way of ghost
imaging, based on the frequency correlation between pho-
tons in the two paths. In the experiment, the weak thermal
light source is prepared by the spontaneous four-wave mix-
ing in a silicon waveguide. The temporal dispersion is in-
troduced by single-mode fibers of 50 km, which also could
be looked at as a fiber link. Experimental results show that
this scheme can be realized over long-distance optical
fibers. © 2018 Optical Society of America
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Ghost imaging (GI) is an interesting imaging technique. It im-
ages objects by the correlation of two light beams [1]. The first
GI was realized by spatially correlated photon pairs generated
by parametric downconversion [2]. Since then, GI has attracted
intensive attention, from its physical principles and properties
to its realizations and potential applications [3–7]. An impor-
tant progress emerged when the pseudo-thermal light source
replaced the quantum counterpart in spatial GI experiments,
which enriched the understanding of two-photon or two-beam
correlation and reduced the requirement of the sources for
GI [4,8,9]. More importantly, it demonstrated that GI can
be realized by not only quantum correlation but also classical
correlation. It promoted the proposals and demonstrations of
new GI concepts [10–13], such as computational GI [12],
which removes the high spatial resolution detector for the

reference beam, and differential GI [13], which enhances
the signal-to-noise ratio of the image. Recently, Ryczkowski
et al. promoted GI from the space domain to the time domain
with an all-fiber setup [14], in which the imaging object is the
temporal signal. This scheme shows great compatibility with
optical fiber networks. On the other hand, in our previous
work we proposed a GI scheme based on frequency-correlated
photon pairs generated by the spontaneous four-wave mixing
in a silicon waveguide [15]. By introducing the spatial and
temporal dispersions on the two paths of GI, the frequency
correlation in a photon pair transfers to the correlation of
position-arrival time of the two photons. By this correlation,
one-dimensional GI can be realized by the time-resolved co-
incidence measurement of the photon pairs. Hence, it is called
temporal GI. Since the temporal dispersion can be realized
by optical fibers for photon transmission, long-distance GI
over optical fibers can be realized by this scheme.

In this Letter, we propose that this temporal GI can also be
realized in a classical way utilizing the thermal light. The sketch
of the thermal temporal GI scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The light
from the thermal source is attenuated to single-photon level,
then split into two paths by the beam splitter. In one path
(Alice), the photons are diffused into a line according to their
frequencies by a spatial dispersion component, such as a grating
or a prism, then illuminate the object. The transmitted (or

Fig. 1. Sketch of thermal temporal GI. By the correlation measure-
ment of the thermal photons experiencing the spatial dispersion and the
temporal dispersion, Bob can retrieve the image of the object at Alice side.
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reflected) photons are collected by a single-photon detector.
Since the detector does not discriminate the frequencies or
the positions of these photons, the transmission (or reflection)
information of the object carried by these photons cannot be
recovered by the detection results of this path only. Actually, by
the spatial dispersion effect, the spatial information of the
object is modulated on the spectrum of thermal photons.
Hence, in this work we use a narrowband tunable filter to
simulate the spectral modulation process of the object. In
the other path (Bob), the photons are diffused in the time
domain by a temporal dispersion component, then detected
by another single-photon detector. These photons do not carry
the information of the object. However, the information could
be retrieved by the time-resolved coincidence measurement
of the two paths. The temporal dispersion can also be provided
by the optical fibers for long-distance photon transmission.
Hence, this scheme also supports the imaging process between
two distant parties over the fiber link. Comparing with our pre-
vious work [15], the quantum light source is replaced by the
thermal light source, which is easier to be implemented and
robust against the transmission loss.

First, we demonstrate the feasibility of the scheme theoreti-
cally by calculating the temporal second-order coherence G�2� of
the photons in the two paths, which is proportional to the time-
resolved coincident counts. The thermal light is treated as the
incoherent superposition of a large number of sub-fields [16]:

E�r;t��
X
j

E j�r;t�≈e−i�ω0t−k�ω0�r�
X
j

F τff �Ω�eiφj�Ω�g; (1)

where j labels the sub-field. ω0 is the center frequency of
the thermal light and Ω is the frequency detuning of the
sub-field. F τfg denotes the inverse Fourier transformation.
Here, the first-order approximation of the dispersion is taken
as k�ω� ≈ k�ω0� � dk

dω jω0
Ω. τ ≡ t − r

νg �ω0�, where vg is the group
velocity of the light and vg � dω∕dk. f �Ω� is the real-
positive spectrum amplitude of the thermal light. The phase
φj�Ω� varies independently and randomly with time, indicating
the property of incoherent superposition of chaotic sub-fields.

At Alice side, since the spatial dispersion component directs
the photons to different positions of the object along an illumi-
nating line, the object acts as an optical filter on the photons.
The profile of the filter spectrum is determined by the transmis-
sion (or reflection) pattern of the object, which is denoted as
a�Ω�. After transmitting through the object, the field of the pho-
tons collected by the single-photon detector can be expressed by

E�La; ta� ≈ e−i�ω0t−β�ω0�La �
X
j

F τaff �Ω�a�Ω�eiφj�Ω�g; (2)

where La is the propagated distance from the beam splitter to the
single-photon detector. ta is the arriving time of the photon at
the single-photon detector, τa ≡ ta −

La
νg
.

At Bob side, considering the temporal dispersion provided
by the transmission fibers, the field at the single-photon detec-
tor can be expressed as [17]

E�Lb; ta� ≈ e−i�ω0t−β�ω0�Lb �
X
k

F τbff k�Ω�e−iβ2Ω
2Lb∕2eiφk�Ω�g;

(3)

where β2 is the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter of
optical fibers and the phase term of −iβ2Ω2Lb∕2 introduced by

the GVD modifies the temporal shape of the thermal light. Lb
is the propagated distance from the beam splitter to the Bob’s
detector, tb is the arriving time of the photon at the detector,
and τb ≡ tb −

Lb
νg
.

The second-order temporal correlation between the fields of
the two paths should be calculated by G�2��La; ta; Lb; tb� �
hI�ta; La�I�tb; Lb�i. According to the randomness of the phase
φj, it is easily obtained that

G�2��La; ta;Lb; tb� � hI�ta;La�ihI�tb;Lb�i� jΓ�La; ta;Lb; tb�j2:
(4)

Here, the mutual-coherence function can be calculated
as [16]

Γ�La; ta; Lb; tb�
� hE�La; ta�E��Lb; tb�i
�

X
j

E j�La; ta�E�
j �Lb; tb�

∝
X
j
F τa−t0jff �Ω�a�Ω�gF �

τb−t0jff �Ω�e−iβ2Ω
2Lb∕2g

∝
Z
∞
dt0F τa−t0ff �Ω�a�Ω�gF �

τb−t0ff �Ω�e−iβ2Ω
2Lb∕2g

∝ F τff 2�Ω�a�Ω�eiβ2Ω2Lb∕2g
∝ F τff 2�Ω�a�Ω�g ⊗ F τfeiβ2Ω2Lb∕2g; (5)

where t0j is the emission time of the wave packet from the jth
sub-source, therefore the summation for a large number
of sub-fields in the third step becomes an integral over
t0; ⊗ denotes the convolution and τ � �ta − tb� � �Lbvg −

La
vg
�.

With a well-known identity [18],
Z �∞

−∞
exp�−ax2 − bx�dx �

ffiffiffi
π

a

r
exp

�
b2

4a

�
; (6)

the second Fourier transformation in Eq. (5) is given by

F τfeiβ2Ω2Lb∕2g� 1

2π

Z
eiβ2Ω2Lb∕2�iΩτdΩ� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

−2πiβ2Lb
p eiτ2∕2β2Lb :

(7)

Inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (5) and calculating the convolu-
tion, we have

Γ�τ� ∝
Z

dτ 0
�Z

dΩf 2�Ω�a�Ω�eiΩτ 0
�
ei�τ−τ 0�2∕2β2Lb

∝
Z

dτ 0
�Z

dΩf 2�Ω�a�Ω�eiΩτ 0
�
e−iττ 0∕β2Lb

∝ f 2�τ∕β2Lb�a�τ∕β2Lb�; (8)

where in the second step high-order term ei�τ 0�2∕2β2Lb is ne-
glected since we have assumed that a large dispersion has
been introduced at Bob side.

According to Eqs. (4) and (8), it can be seen that the second-
order temporal correlation has two contributions. One is
hI�ta; La�ihI�tb; Lb�i, which provides a background of
coincident counts, and the other one is Γ, which contains
the information of the object, i.e., a�Ω�. When a�Ω� shifts
by ΔΩ, Γ�τ� will move by Δτ in the time domain:
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Δτ ≈ ΔΩβ2Lb: (9)

The principle of the thermal temporal GI is demonstrated
experimentally by the setup shown in Fig. 2. It is well known
that both signal and idler photons generated by spontaneous
parametric downconversion [19] or spontaneous four-wave
mixing (SFWM) [20] are under thermal statistics, and the de-
gree of second-order temporal coherence of a thermal state is
g �2��0� � 1� 1∕K � 2, where K is the Schmidt mode num-
ber [21]. In this experiment, the broadband fluorescence gen-
erated by SFWM in a piece of silicon waveguide is used as the
thermal light. The pump light of the source is generated by a
mode-lock fiber laser with a repetitive rate of 40 MHz and
an average power of 4.78 dBm. It is injected into the silicon
waveguide after an optical filter (F1). The center wavelength
and linewidth of the pump light are 1551.02 nm and
3.5 nm, respectively. The insertion loss of the waveguide sam-
ple is ∼14 dB. The signal photons generated by SFWM in the
waveguide are filtered out by another optical filter (F2) with a
center wavelength of 1530 nm. To generate photons under
single-mode thermal state with K � 1, the 3 dB bandwidth
of F2 is about 3 nm, close to the linewidth of the pump light
[22]. The property of the thermal photon source is indicated by
a Hanbury Brown–Twiss (HBT) measurement, showing that
the degree of second-order temporal coherence of the generated
photons is g �2��0� � 1.80, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
Hence, the effective Schmidt mode number of the generated
thermal photons is K � 1.25. The mode number is a little
higher than 1, which may be due to the Raman scattering
in the fiber and the mismatch of filters F1 and F2. The gen-
erated thermal photons are directed to Alice and Bob through a
50∶50 fiber coupler. At Alice side, the spectral modulation of
the spatial dispersion component and the object is simulated by
a bandwidth-variable tunable filter (BVTF, BVF300-CL,
Alnair Labs Corporation), which has a variable bandwidth
in the range of 0.03–3 nm and a tunable central wavelength.
Then, the photons are sent to a superconducting nanowire sin-
gle-photon detector (SNSPD1). A fiber polarization controller
is placed before the SNSPD to optimize its efficiency. The other
part of the thermal photons is sent to Bob over single-mode
fibers (SMFs) of 50 km and detected by SNSPD2. The

transmission times of the photons are different according to their
frequencies due to the large dispersion introduced by the long-
distance SMF. The system detection efficiencies of the two
SNSPDs are ∼40% with dark count rates of ∼100 Hz and
time jitters of ∼80 ps. The coincidence measurements of the
single-photon events are realized by a time-correlated single-
photon counting module (Hydra Harp 400, Pico Quant).

A typical measurement result of thermal temporal GI is
shown in Fig. 3, in which the center wavelength of the
BVTF is set at 1530.0 nm and its bandwidth is set at
0.1 nm. The recording time is 1200 s with the counting rates
of ∼4 KHz and ∼18 KHz at Alice and Bob sides, respectively.
Figure 3(a) is the histogram of coincidence counts. There are
coincidence count peaks on it, and each of them is broadened
due to the temporal dispersion of the 50 km SMF. Since the
repetitive rate of the pump light for the thermal photon source
is 40 MHz, the intervals between the peaks are 25 ns. The peak
at the center is the coincidence peak and other peaks are the
accidental coincidence peaks, in which the two photons pro-
ducing a coincidence event are generated by different pump
pulses. It can be seen that the coincidence peak is higher than
accidental coincidence peaks due to the property of thermal
light. The detail of the coincidence peak is shown in Fig. 3(b)
and its profile is in proportion to G�2��La; ta; Lb; tb� in Eq. (4).
The accidental coincidence peaks are averaged (using 10
neighboring accidental coincidence peaks) and shown in
Fig. 3(c), which is in proportion to the background term of
hI�ta; La�ihI�tb; Lb�i in Eq. (4). Hence, the difference between
the coincidence peak and the average accidental coincidence
peak would show the profile of mutual coherence jΓ�τ�j2 in
Eq. (4), which has the information of the object according
to Eq. (8). In the experiment, the information of the object
is simulated by the BVTF. Its spectrum is measured by an am-
plified spontaneous emission source and an optical spectrum
analyzer and shown in the inset of Fig. 3(d). Its bandwidth
is 0.1 nm, far smaller than that of the thermal photon source
(∼3 nm) and its center wavelength is close to that of the
thermal photon source. Hence, a narrow peak at the center
of the region of the coincidence peak could be expected.
Figure 3(d) shows the difference of the coincidence peak
and the average accidental coincidence peak, agreeing well with

Fig. 2. Experimental setup. ML-EDFL, mode-locked erbium-
doped fiber laser; F1-2, optical filters; FC, 50∶50 fiber coupler;
BVTF, bandwidth-variable tunable filter to simulate the effect of
the spatial dispersion component and the object; FPC, fiber polariza-
tion controller; SNSPD1-2, superconducting nanowire single-photon
detectors; SMF, single-mode fiber; TCSPC, time-correlated single-
photon counting module. The inset shows a HBT measurement of
the thermal source and g �2��0� � 1.80.

Fig. 3. Experiment results when the BVTF’s center wavelength is set at
1530.0 nm and the bandwidth is set as 0.1 nm. (a) Coincidence histo-
gram; (b) the coincidence peak; (c) the average of accidental coincidence
peaks; (d) the difference between (b) and (c), showing the profile of
jΓ�τ�j2, and the inset shows the BVTF’s transmission spectrum.
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the above analysis. The narrow peak is the image of the
BVTF’s transmission spectrum by the thermal temporal GI.

Then, we change the bandwidth and center wavelength of
the BVTF to demonstrate the feasibility of the thermal tempo-
ral GI scheme. Figure 4(b) is the results when the center wave-
length of the BVTF is fixed at 1530 nm and its bandwidth is set
as 0.1 nm, 1 nm, and 3 nm, respectively. The measured trans-
mission spectra of the BVTF is shown in Fig. 4(a) for compari-
son. It can be seen that the peak of the image broadens with
the increasing bandwidth of the BVTF. Figure 4(c) shows the
results when the bandwidth is 0.1 nm and the center wave-
length varies from 1528.8 nm to 1531.2 nm with an interval
of 0.6 nm. It also can be seen that the position of the peak
moves in the time domain with the variation of the center
wavelength of the BVTF. Since photons with shorter wave-
length have larger group velocity in the SMF, the peak moves
from the left to the right with the increasing center wavelength.
According to Eq. (9), if the center wavelength changes 0.6 nm,
the peak would move ∼480 ps (the dispersion of the 50 km
SMF is estimated as 800 ps/nm in the calculation). The exper-
imental result shows the average movement is 544 ps. The
deviation is due to the difference between the dispersion of
the SMF used in the experiment and the value in the estima-
tion. These experimental results show that the profile of the
transmission spectrum of the BVTF can be imaged successfully
by the coincidence measurement between the Alice and Bob,
demonstrating the feasibility of the thermal temporal GI.
Furthermore, the filter BVTF can be equivalently replaced
by a grating and a transmitted (or reflected) object. Thus,
Bob can recover the image of the object at Alice side by making
the correlation of the thermal photons experiencing the spatial
dispersion and the temporal dispersion. The resolution of the
temporal GI is jointly determined by the timing jitters of
the detecting system and the resolution of the grating [15],
or the bandwidth of the BVTF in this experiment. In the ex-
periment, the resolution of the current GI is ∼140 ps in the
time domain. On the other hand, the bandwidth of the thermal
source is ∼3 nm, leading to a temporal extension of ∼2.4 ns,
which limits the pixel number in each measurement. We notice
that this problem could be solved by generating a broadband
single-mode thermal state without any spectral filter [23].

In summary, we have proposed and experimentally demon-
strated a scheme of temporal thermal GI over long-distance

fibers in proof of principle. The theoretical analysis shows that
the mutual coherence function of thermal photons contains
the information of Alice’s spectral modulation when a large
temporal dispersion is introduced at Bob side. As expected,
the tailored peak in the coincidence measurement can image
the spectral modulation of the photons at Alice side when the
bandwidth or center wavelength of the filter changes. In the
experiment, a bandwidth-variable tunable filter is used as an
object, which records its spectral information on the spectrum
of thermal photons. The experimental results show that the
thermal temporal GI can be realized over long-distance fiber
links. It can be expected that this scheme also can be used
in the imaging of the spatial structure of the object, if a spatial
dispersion component is introduced at Alice side as in Fig. 1.
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